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1. (10 total marks)
Consider a concurrent program that includes two functions, called funcA and
funcB. This program has the following synchronization requirements, both of
which must be satisfied.
• Req. 1: At most one thread at a time may be running funcB.
• Req. 2: At most two threads at a time may be running any combination
of funcA or funcB.
These requirements are summarized in the table on the right, which shows
which combinations of funcA and funcB may be executed concurrently. Note
that it is never OK for more than two threads to be running any combination
of these functions concurrently.
Your task is to determine how to enforce these synchronization requirements
using semaphores. You must not use any other synchronization primitives,
e.g., spinlocks, locks, wait queues, condition variables. Your solution should
not be more restrictive than necessary, and it should ensure that deadlock is
not possible.

funcA
funcB

funcA
OK
OK

funcB
OK
NO

Concurrent Function
Execution Requirements

a. (2 marks)
List the semaphores that you will use in your solution. For each semaphore, state what its initial
value should be.

b. (8 marks)
Show the semaphore P and V operations that threads should perform before and after each call to
funcA and funcB to enforce the synchronization requirements.
/* show P,V calls here */

/* show P,V calls here */

funcA()
/* show P,V calls here */

funcB()
/* show P,V calls here */

2. (6 total marks)
Suppose that a concurrent program has k threads, and that each thread is running on its own processor.
The threads share access to a global variable, which is protected by a spinlock. To use the variable, each
thread will first acquire the spinlock, then access the shared variable, then release the spinlock. Assume
that when there is no contention (i.e., when only one thread is trying to access the shared variable), the
total time required to acquire the lock, access the shared variable, and release the lock, is 10 time units.
a. (2 marks)
Suppose that each thread accesses the shared variable exactly one time, and that all k threads do
so at exactly the same time, which we will refer to as time t = 0. At what time will the last of the
threads finish releasing the spinlock?

b. (2 marks)
For the same scenario described in part (a), what is the total amount of time that the threads will
spend spinning? In other words, what is the sum of the threads’ spinning times?

c. (2 marks)
For this part of the question, assume that there are k threads timesharing a single processor. The
first thing that each thread does when it is able to run is to acquire the spinlock and access the shared
variable. Each thread accesses the shared variable one time. Assume that the scheduling quantum is
larger than 10 time units. What is the total amount of time that the threads will spend spinning?

3. (8 total marks)
Consider the following concurrent program:
volatile int numbers[10] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0};
volatile int value = 0;
static void myThreadA( void * junk, unsigned long num ) {
(void)junk;
numbers[num] = value;
thread_fork( "B", null, myThreadB, null, num );
value = value + 1;
}
static void myThreadB( void * junk, unsigned long num ) {
(void)junk;
numbers[num] = value;
}
int main() {
for ( int i = 0; i < 10; i ++ )
thread_fork( "A", null, myThreadA, null, i );
}
a. (2 marks)
Assuming that no errors occur, are the following values for numbers possible after all threads have
finished executing? Answer “Yes” or “No”, and give a brief (one sentence) explanation.
numbers[10] = { 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 }

b. (2 marks)
Repeat part (a), now assuming: numbers[10] = { 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 12 }

c. (2 marks)
Repeat part (a), now assuming: numbers[10] = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 }

d. (2 marks)
Repeat part (a), now assuming: numbers[10] = { 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0 }

4. (10 total marks)
Suppose that an application program contains a variable a, of type char *, which is a pointer to an array
of characters. The program can then refer to the ith element of the array as a[i]. Each character occupies
one byte, and C arrays are contiguous in the application’s virtual memory.
Suppose that the system uses 32-bit virtual and physical addresses and paged virtual memory, with a page
size of 4KB (212 bytes). The valid entries in the process’s page table are shown in the following chart.
Assume that the entries for any pages not listed in the chart are invalid.
Page #

Frame #

0x00010

0x00032

0x00011

0x00033

0x00012

0x00010

0x00040

0x00021

0x00041

0x00022

The following table lists some possible values for the variables a and i. In each row, indicate what the
physical address of a[i] will be, assuming the values of a and i indicated in that row, and the page table
described above. If the virtual address of a[i] cannot be translated, write "exception".

a

i

0x000100F0

0x100

0x00012A00

0x12

0x0001305D

0x2

0x00040EF0

0x110

0x00041F00

0x100

physical address of pa[i]

5. (8 total marks)
Draw the relevant stack frames for the application and kernel stacks for an OS161 process in the middle of
calling fork. Assume that the parent process is in sys fork (the kernel handler function for fork), and
that the child process has been created and is about to call mips usermode. Draw the stacks of both the
parent and child processes.

parent application stack

parent kernel stack
growth

child application stack

child kernel stack
growth

6. (6 total marks)

a. (3 marks)
On the MIPS, the load linked (ll) and store conditional (sc) instructions are used to implement
spinlocks. Suppose that two threads, T1 and T2 , try to acquire an unlocked spinlock at the same time,
and that their ll and sc instructions execute in the following order:
T1
ll
time
↓

T2
ll
sc

sc
Which thread(s) will acquire the spinlock after this sequence? Answer one of the following: T1 , T2 ,
both, neither.

b. (3 marks)
Suppose that the MIPS spinlock was mistakenly implemented using a regular load instruction (lw,
instead of ll) and a regular store instruction (sw, instead of sc). Suppose that the instruction
sequence is the same as in part (a):
T1
lw
time
↓

T2
lw
sw

sw
Which thread(s) will believe that they have acquired the spinlock after this sequence? Answer one of
the following: T1 , T2 , both, neither.

7. (6 total marks)

a. (2 marks)
What is the difference between a thread yielding and a thread blocking?

b. (2 marks)
When an exception or interrupt occurs, a trap frame must be created to preserve the application’s
context. This trap frame is put on a separate kernel stack, instead of the application’s stack: why?

c. (2 marks)
Both wait channels and condition variables can be used to make threads block. How does a wait
channel differ from a condition variable? In particular, how does wchan sleep differ from cv wait?

8. (6 total marks)

a. (2 marks)
Process P calls the fork syscall and creates process C. Process P exits before process C exits. Assume
that the kernel does not allow a process to call waitpid on any process except its children. Are any
of following statements definitely true at the time that P exits? Circle any that are true.

• Process P ’s PID can be safely re-used by the kernel.

• Process C inherits process P ’s PID.

• Process C terminates automatically.

• Process P will not be allowed to exit until C exits.

b. (4 marks)
Consider a virtual memory system 64-bit virtual addresses, and a page size of 32KB (215 bytes).
The system uses multi-level paging. Each page table holds at most 213 entries, and each page table
directory holds at most 212 entries. In the worst case, how many memory accesses are required to
translate a virtual address to a physical address?

Use this page if you need additional room to show your work for any exam question.
Be sure to indicate on the page for that question that you have included additional material here.

